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An effective study tool for mastering radiography, this valuable question-and-answer book reinforces

integral skills including film handling, exposures, and clinical technique. Featuring more than 730

new images, this fourth edition has been expanded to include a broader scope of material, as well

as more practice opportunities for answering questions and preparing for examinations. New topics

include the coverage of errors seen in radiographs, intraoral and panoramic digital imaging, and

infection control/radiation health. A comprehensive review for national and state board examinations

is also provided.Radiographs are easy to read and unobscurred, with corresponding line drawings

for radiographs that use extensive labeling or arrows.A comprehensive review for national and state

board examinations consists of 475 new questions to help readers excel in these career critical

tests.A unique writing style and humorous interjections help engage individuals who are studying

this difficult topic.Content helps readers learn to recognize and correct errors seen in panoramic

radiographs, as well as errors made in film handling and processing.The basic concepts of

panoramic digital imaging and intraoral digital imaging are presented to provide a review of digital

image techniques and processing.Discussions on radiation health reflect current standards and

practices to help identify radiologic and infection control procedures for patient and operator

protection.Clinical photographs and questions include the coverage of normal anatomy, intraoral

and panoramic clinical technique errors, infection control, and radiation protection.Many case-based

questions have been added to enhance critical thinking and provide a real-life component to text

content.Goals and Learning Objectives are listed for each part, so readers can keep track of areas

that require more review.New figures illustrate the key features more concisely.
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This book is the best oral radiology interpretation book that i've ever studied in.It covers almost all

the possible radiological variations from normal anatomy to advanced pathologies in a very smart

and simple way to study.Lots of xrays and the most important, lots of exercices!

There were over 100 pages missing from book. There is an answer section to the book which would

have been very helpful. I just had my first radiology exam in dental school and when I found the

pages missing I was very upset!!

The book covers majority of the topics using different type of questions, picture quiz etc. A student

can learn a lot using this book. Authors can come out with interactive CDs which can make it more

interesting.

Missing section in the book. Pages 293 to 325 are missing. I just realised it as I start studying for

examens.

It was exactly what I expected. Item came on time. I love the book and I am excited to read it.
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